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Abstract. Bigger and more complex software systems demand quality practices that are seldom carried out in real industry. A common
practice is to provide a post-release maintenance service of products to
correct defects reported by the end user. In previous work we presented
TESTAR, a technology-agnostic tool for automated testing of applications from their GUI. Here we introduce state-transition graph models
derived from TESTAR test results as a tool for visualisation of what has
been tested, to which extent and which software defects were found. We
discuss how such models enable to perform quality assessment of software products by inspecting and debugging the system behaviour from
the GUI perspective. This constitutes a step forward in aid of software
developers and testers, since the User Interface is commonly the means
end-users encounter potential software defects.
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Introduction

Visualisation is a historical mechanism that contributes to human understanding
of large sets of information. From city, bus and metro maps to UML models
for software design, presentation slides to communicate to attendees, hardware
resources graphs to display their usage by different applications processes, the
list is numerous. In computer science it does not matter how smart a system
could be, human control is still critical in most scenarios, including software
design and software testing.
In previous work we presented TESTAR [8] and its successful application to
various industrial systems [9]. TESTAR is capable of automated test generation
and executes test cases based on a tree model that is automatically derived
from the application’s GUI through accessibility API technologies. Since this
structure is built automatically during testing, the GUI is not assumed to be
fixed and tests still run even when the GUI has been modified. This reduces the
maintenance problem that threatens most current state-of.the-art approaches in
GUI testing, like Capture-Replay [26, 24, 14, 15, 11] and Visual Testing [29, 3].
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Fig. 1. TESTAR testing cycle

The TESTAR tool [25] carries out automated testing, Figure 1, on the SUT’s
GUI by deriving sets of possible actions for each state that the GUI is in, and
automatically selecting and executing appropriate ones until a stopping criteria
is reached. A tester can take full control of tests, by modifying a TESTAR default
provided testing protocol which enable to establish the stopping criteria, which
actions are available from the GUI, oracles, etc. Oracles are used to detect faulty
behaviour when a system crashes or freezes. Besides these simple,“free” oracles,
the tester can easily specify regular expressions that detect patterns of suspicious
titles in widgets that might pop up during the execution. For more sophisticated
and powerful oracles, the tester can enrich the default TESTAR (Java-based)
protocol that is used to drive the tests.
SUT GUI states are computed as the set of hierarchical widgets (user interface elements) that conform its GUI, called widget trees in TESTAR. These
widget trees are gathered through the Operating System’s Accessibility API, an
assistive technology that has the capability to detect and expose the GUI widgets and their corresponding properties1 .To illustrate the concept, the left part
of Figure 2 shows the GUI of a very simple application, with its corresponding
widget tree on the right. It has a titlebar (with text Example), a menu bar, a
button, a text-field and a slider. It also includes an example of actions that could
be performed by the user: dots for clicks, ABC text for text-input, arrows for
drag&drop operations in the slider.
TESTAR has been deployed in various industrial environments [25], which
has allowed us to receive feedback from the end users. Companies have been
keen to take up TESTAR, yet they would appreciate a visualisation aid in order
to see what has happened and what has been tested. We are also aware such
an aid would enable us to debug testing performance, check which parts of the
application GUI were exercised, and how TESTAR achieved to crash or reveal
software defects.
1

Such as display position, widget size, ancestor widgets, etc.
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Fig. 2. An example GUI state (left) and its corresponding widget tree (right)

Here we present the results of our work on visualisation of the TESTAR
outputs. The functionality described in the paper is already supported by the tool
(https://github.com/STaQ-PROS-UPV/TESTAR). Section 2 gives an overview
of related work in the area. Section 3 introduces the main contribution of this
paper, namely the TESTAR graphical models, including a description of how
they can be used for quality assessment. Finally, in section 4 we present some
conclusions and outline areas for future work.
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Related work

Model extraction using dynamic GUI crawling is a popular research topic when
adopting model-based testing (MBT). It addresses the challenge of the effort
and expertise required on crafting the application models. In [5] an overview
is given of the existing body of knowledge on GUI testing, showing that 52%
of the studied papers were about Model-Based GUI Testing approaches. It was
found that the models that were mostly used to generate tests were Event Flow
Graphs (EFG) and Finite State Models (FSM). Moreover, most approaches are
limited to specific programming language environments.
Work related to EFG models has mostly been carried out by the GUITAR
team [23] and is based on reverse engineering (called ripping [18]) of a EFG
GUI model that represents all possible interaction sequences with the GUI widgets. Such a model is then used for test case derivation. GUITAR (available at
http://guitar.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php) was initially developed for Java
applications, but extensions have been made for iPhone, Android and Web applications. Murphy Tools [1, 2] is a GUI Driver tool based on GUITAR, that
presents a dynamic reverse engineering tool for Java GUI applications, and an
iterative process of manually providing valid input values and automatically improving the created state-models. Murphy Tools automatically extracts models
of the GUI of applications as the user interacts with them. Then, the models are
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used to drive testing. This approach differs from TESTAR in two ways. First,
the manual work required to exercise the applications for models population.
Secondly, tests are guided by the extracted models. The effectiveness of the tests
would rely directly on the goodness of extracted models. In contrast, TESTAR
approach performs automated testing without the need of models. It is true that
models are still extracted and, what is more, the models can be applied for more
intelligent testing (i.e compared to randomly selecting GUI actions) when GUI
space exploration is a main concern.
FSM models are used in [16] where tests are generated for AJAX applications
using Hill-Climbing and Simulated Annealing on an approximate model that is
obtained from the applications Document Object Model tree. [20, 21] present a
tool called Crawljax that uses dynamic analysis to construct a FSM of an AJAX
application using web crawling, from which a set of test cases is generated.
WebMate [10] is another model extractor for web applications. It extracts a socalled a usage model, a graph where nodes correspond to states of the application
and a transition represents a single interaction with the application. In [19]
we can find automated crawling of web applications’ models. They focus on
Javascript and DOM to dynamically analyse candidate events to perform on the
GUI and that would change the application state. Yet, in contrast to TESTAR,
the tester does not have control over the events that would be interesting to
perform. This is mainly because such approaches are focused to craft a model
of the application, while TESTAR seamlessly drives testing on tester controlled
testing protocol.
In [22] an FSM based approach is presented called GUI Test Automation
Model (GUITam) for constructing the state models by dynamic analysis. The
GUITam Runner works for C++ applications.
With the increased availability of mobile platform applications in our daily
life there is a trend to switch testing from traditional desktop platform to the
mobile context. In [28] static analysis is combined with dynamic GUI crawling to
test Android applications. They use static analysis of the application source code
to extract the actions supported by the GUI of the application. Next, they use
dynamic crawling to build a FSM of the application by systematically exercising
the extracted events on the live application. They compare their approach to
the Android version of GUITAR.
The iCrawler tool [13] is a reverse engineering tool for iOS mobile applications
that also uses an FSM.
Other types of models are used too. In [4] a so-called GUI tree is used as a
model to perform crash testing on Android mobile apps (the nodes represents
user interfaces of the app, while edges describe event-based transitions). Similar
to [20], the model is obtained by a so-called GUI-Crawler that walks through
the application by invoking the available event-handlers with random argument
values. From the GUI-tree test cases are obtained by selecting paths starting
from the root to one of the leaves. The application under test is instrumented
to detect uncaught exceptions that would crash the app. Morgado et al. present
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ReGUI tool [12] that uses dynamic analysis to generate Spec# and GraphML
GUI models to test windows applications.
In [17] a tool called AutoBlackTest is presented that does dynamic analysis
for model extraction and test suite generation for GUI applications. The tool uses
IBM Rational Functional Tester (RFT) to extract the list of widgets present in
a given GUI, to access their state and to interact with them. RFT supports a
range of technologies to develop GUIs and offers a programmatic interface that is
independent from the technology used to implement the GUI of the application
under test.
Maintenance is one of the major drawbacks when using capture & replay
tools, as changes to the user interface can result in laborious manual adaption
work. Therefore, approaches to automating test suite maintenance [11] become
crucial. In this line, work by Leotta et al. e.g. focuses on making existing approaches more robust to changes to the application [15]. Sun and Jones perform
analysis of the underlying application programmable interface (API) in order to
generate GUI tests [27].
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TESTAR State-Transition Graphs

TESTAR testing cycle iterates a pair of action selection and execution for each UI
state the SUT is in. Each UI state is represented by an unique identificator, and
each action from that concrete state is also represented by an unique identifier.
TESTAR populates the graphs by pairs of state-ID and action-ID as actions are
being executed in a test sequence. A TESTAR graphing utility retrieves such
pairs of states and actions and populates the test graphs.
To be able to visualise TESTAR test runs, we have defined the TESTAR
State-Transition Graph, in which each node represents a unique GUI state and
has an associated unique state identifier. The graph edges, which have an associated unique action identifier, represent a state transition caused by a user-action,
such as left/right clicks, text input and drag&drop operations. An example is
given in Figure 3, which shows a fragment of the corresponding TESTAR StateTransition Graph Model for a test run.
Each node contains a label xxx (y), where xxx represents the state identifier
and y the number of times the state was traversed on a test execution. Similarly,
labels for actions include identifier, number of repetitions and an extra parameter
between square brackets which indicates the action sequence number in the test
execution. In this way we have the ability to explore the executed test action by
action. We discuss the quality assessment of applications in Section 3.5.
Nodes2 and links in dashed lines, which include the label unexplored, refer to
actions that are available from a given GUI state, but that were not executed
during a test. The number of actions that were not executed appears between
brackets.
2

The number following the label unexplored within nodes merely refers to the count
of states not fully explored
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Fig. 3. Fragment of the TESTAR graph (tiny) for a 99-action test sequence for Windows calculator

3.1

Unique identifiers for states and actions

TESTAR reports test runs as a sequence of actions, each of which is a transition
from two GUI states that might be the same (the GUI does not change) or
different (the action produced an GUI change). Providing unique identifiers to
those states and actions could potentially help in the inspection and analysis
of test results. Several applications can be think of: quick search and jump to
concrete states and actions by their unique id, cross test run matching were a
state from test run X can be localised into a test run Y, etc. In the end, we
believe these identifiers are essential to support debugging when there is a need
to jump into concrete states and actions.
To make states and actions uniquely identified even across different runs of
the SUT, we need to assign a unique and stable identifier to each state and
action. TESTAR allows us to derive the complete GUI state of the SUT (i.e.
the widget tree as explained in Section ??), so that we can inspect the property
values of each visible widget. For instance, it gives access to the title of a button,
its position and size and tells us whether it is enabled. This gives us the means
to create a unique identifier for a click on that button: It can be represented
as combination of the button’s property values, like its title, help text or its
position in the widget hierarchy (which parents / children the button has). The
properties selected for the identifier should be relatively “stable”. The title of a
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window, for example, is quite often not a stable value (opening new documents
in Word will change the title of the main window) whereas its tool tip or help
text is less likely to change.
Each action type (i.e. a click or a keystroke) may have parameters. For example, a click action has two parameters: the button (i.e. left or right) and the
clicking position (x and y coordinates). The action identifier used for the graph
link takes parameters into account. Hence, the action that types the text foo
will have a different identifier than the action that types boo. What is more, the
identifier also depends on the state the action is performed. This approach will
enable to precisely locate an action in the graph by its unique identifier. The
same approach can be applied to represent GUI states: one simply combines the
values of all stable properties of all widgets on the screen.
3.2

Reusing the TESTAR graphs

TESTAR GUI models are state-transition diagrams/graphs described with plain
text graph description language (DOT), which makes them reusable by third
party tools. The DOT format is illustrated in the following sample code.
digraph DOT { rankdir=LR;
START [shape=point, height=0.3, style=solid, color=black];
START -> state_1;
state_1 -> state_2 [label="transition"];
state_2 -> state_2 [label="loop"]; state_2 -> END; }
It mainly consists of links between nodes, e.g. transition from state 1 to state
2; graphical properties can be set for different graphical representations.
The rationale behind using this simple dot format is that it offers enough
capabilities for the representation of the UI test sequences from the perspective
of acquiring an overview of the execution. Node labels can be applied to UI states
identifiers and link labels to state’ actions identifiers. The graphical properties
of the dot format would also enable to remark special characteristics of the
test sequences, as for example a varying color to indicate a higher repetition of
certain actions. At a glance, the colors would be indicators of how much were
the different parts of the UI exercised.
3.3

Test results graphs

TESTAR graphs comes in three varying details: minimal, without states and
actions identifiers, tiny, which incorporates identifiers to the minimal version
and screenshoted, which embeds GUI screenshot to states and GUI action target
screenshot to transitions.
A minimal detailed version will help improve visualisation and get an overview
of the SUT GUI space explored by a test sequence; an example of this can be
found in Figure 4. This is done by removing the identifiers from states and actions, and the order of actions in the test which happen to crowd the graphs
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Fig. 4. Windows calculator TESTAR Graph (minimal) for 99 actions test sequence

with too much information for a simple overview of the complete test sequence.
This is indeed more crucial the bigger the graphs are.
For a regular tiny version, the graphs provide enough information to search
and identify the states and actions from test runs. The order, between brackets,
in the actions enable to trace a test run action by action. This version is less
readable than the minimal one due to the extra information displayed, but will
enable to debug and match a test run to its corresponding GUI state-transition
graph.
TESTAR also keeps a screenshot-version of the graphs, see Figure 5, that
can be directly used for test documentation. Embedding the GUI screenshots
for graph states and actions GUI target screenshots (e.g. the widget screenshot
for a button click) provides more meaningful information about test runs. It allow
to read which GUI states were exercised by a test run and the SUT behaviour
after each executed action.
3.4

Abstracting the graphs

Some actions tend to populate the graphs almost to infinite, which would be
problematic for graph visualisation due to their large extension. For example,
a text-field widget might accept any kind of text input, which translates into
nearly infinite ways of populating the text-field. The corresponding graph would
consist of a different state for each different text input: stateX, input-a, state-a,
input-b, state-b, ..., input-n, state-n. In this concrete sequence, if we start at
state X, giving the input ”a” for a text field will end in the state b, and so
on with the input ”b” to input ”n”. To avoid such expansion of the graph and
maintain it more scalable, we present next an abstraction mechanism.
We have shown above how the graph states and actions identifiers are computed to uniquely identify them. States consider the widget properties Role,
Title and Shape, while actions do take into account the GUI state from which
it is performed and its event parameters (i.e. some text in a typing action).
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Fig. 5. Windows calculator TESTAR Graph (screenshot) for 99 actions test sequence

We can achieve abstraction by recoding the identifiers. Abstract state identifiers are computed by only considering the Role property of a widget. Thus, we
can abstract the GUI by looking into its widgets hierarchy and widget types.
For actions, the abstract identifier is calculated by discarding event parameters,
concretely mouse position and typed texts. For the former, in the example, a
left/click mouse action is performed at a fixed coordinate (the mouse position),
but we are only interested on the action type (thus, ignoring the coordinates).
For the latter, typing some text is abstracted ignoring what is typed.
Then, each unique state and action has an associated abstract identifier (a
cluster of states or actions respectively) that enables TESTAR to cluster the
graphs, collapsing states and actions into a simpler representation of the GUI
model. Clusters are reported together with graphs, for example (cluster uses the
abstract identifier):
Cluster (5) 1151628151 contains:
(1) n1626056442 (2) 1669305354 (3) n86735519
We would like to remark that the current version of TESTAR screenshot
version of the abstracted graphs are merely illustrative because each abstracted
state and action is the combination of many states and actions, respectively. The
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combination of several screenshots into a single abstracted screenshot is out of
the scope of this paper. However, we can jump into the non-abstracted graphs
to get a precise scenario of states and actions for our test sequence.
3.5

An example of application: quality assessment

The TESTAR approach aims to automate testing in industry, independently of
the size and complexity of applications and the technology underneath. Such
a technology-agnostic automation approach needs to be largely independent of
the source code, especially as companies are reluctant to share their source code
and are not keen on instrumentation or injection. Consequently, we need to
complement our approach with quality metrics that are also independent of the
source code. This way we can provide industry with quality indicators about
the testing activities done with TESTAR. Being aware of the extent at which
our software applications are being tested, it can provide and indicator of how
reliable we could expect our software to be. While traditional testing provides
metrics on code coverage and mutation metrics, indicators of how much of the
code was exercised, a technology-agnostic black-box (testing outside the code or
binary) testing approach like TESTAR requires alternative approaches to report
the extent at which software are exercised/stressed.
The TESTAR graphing utility presented in this paper provides SUT GUI
space exploration metrics. It reports, every X actions, on the number of unique
and abstracted states and actions that were traversed/executed during a test.
For example, a test run of 50 actions with a sampling every 10 actions may
report the next exploration curve data:
________________UNIQUE ________ABSTRACT ___________TOTAL
#, states, actions, states, actions, unique, abstract
1,
4,
10,
2,
2,
14,
4
2,
7,
20,
3,
3,
27,
6
3,
13,
30,
5,
6,
43,
11
4,
16,
40,
6,
7,
56,
13
5,
22,
50,
6,
7,
72,
13
Additionally, TESTAR also reports the number of states for which there
were discovered actions that were not explored/executed. The corresponding
test report of the previous exploration curve data would include metrics for
unexplored states and actions and a test verdict (PASS or FAIL):
_____________________________STATES
total, unique, abstract, unexplored (with unexplored actions)
51,
22,
6,
21 (total = # actions + 1)
____________________________ACTIONS
total, unique, abstract, unexplored (discovered but unexecuted)
50,
50,
7,
638

XI

____________TOTAL
unique, abstract, ... VERDICT
72,
13, ...
PASS
Looking to this sample metrics we can make several observations. First, the
exploration curve indicates how fast a test sequence is exploring the UI of the application. The last 10 executed actions does not increase the number of abstract
states and actions explored (6 and 7 respectively). It could suggest a possible
stopping criteria of the test sequence when we want to broad exercise the UI of
the application. In contrary, the last 10 actions also suggest that a specific part
of the UI is being stressed. This might be also interesting to discover faults that
may arise by hard stressing a concrete part of the UI.
Secondly, the unexplored states and actions metrics provide indicators of
un-exercised parts of the UI. Again, this may contribute to decide on the tests
stopping criteria. The ideal testing would continue until no unexplored states or
actions are reported. Yet, the screenshot version provides information on which
unexplored UI parts should be further tested.
A TESTAR graph, from an executed test, depicts which SUT GUI states
are reached by concrete actions. It provides (specially the screenshot versions)
a straightforward documentation of how our system behaves. Most importantly,
this documentation can be obtained automatically as soon as a new product
version is available for testing. The graph will sketch how exactly the system reacts to user actions. The feedback received from our industrial partners indicates
that this is a good way to proceed with test quality reporting in TESTAR.

4

Conclusions

TESTAR is a technology-agnostic automated testing solution that enables analyses of the quality of software from their GUI through a customised tester testing
protocol, which enable to control which actions can be performed on the GUI,
which actions should be executed and how to detect defects or suspicious behaviour through implementing SUT specific oracles.
In this paper we have presented an approach to visualisation that enables
TESTAR to provide visual information of test runs. Test visualisation helps
testers to directly inspect and analyse how the SUT was exercised in the search
of potential failures. Without this feature we will only know whether a test
pass or fails and, if reported, the raw sequence of actions that were performed.
However, raw actions force to reproduce them in the GUI to check what was
executed. Mechanisms to visually check how the tests performed are helpful
if we want to get a deep insight of how the SUT was tested and what made
a SUT to reveal a failure. In this line, TESTAR screenshoted graphs enable
to inspect and analyse the tests. Even more, these graphs can be used as test
documentation, from which human testers might perform manual tests (e.g. for
failure reproducibility) Other than testers, developers can also benefit from this
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information which makes them aware of concrete test sequences that break the
SUT. TESTAR is also able to measure the size and complexity on GUI basis
based on the number of GUI states and transitions explored by test runs. We
have also introduced how to assess the quality of software products looking into
the reported data and graphs models.
We are confident that TESTAR will help software industry to adopt testing automation and that it will enable to reduce the maintenance costs on new
software releases. TESTAR is not oriented to update test artifacts, but to keep
a working testing protocol (i.e. widgets/actions recognition, oracles) that will
yet run on new releases. However, we are aware that there is still manual work
to perform, the most critical part being the oracles definition. We foresee that
oracles should be a new trending topic in testing development that will be mixed
into the traditional software development methodologies. For example, a SUT
working with a database should provide the mechanisms to check the data consistency: a) in the database itself, b) in the data sent from the SUT to the
database and c) in the data retrieved from the database to the SUT GUI.
We are aware that one potential problem with our visualisation approach
stems from the fact that bigger systems would produce bigger graphs with a
higher amount of nodes/states. This is a critical scalability problem, specially
on screenshoted versions of graphs, that could potentially introduce technical
difficulties for inspecting and assessing the models. Addressing this potential
problem is left for future work. Yet, our plan is to break the graphs into small
interconnected portions. Each portion could be associated with concrete portions
of the whole application GUI. We have already worked with graphs comprising
of more than 250 abstract states and more than 500 abstract actions, due to
test sequences of 5000 actions over the windows calculator. Although the graphs
are big, we can easily jump to interesting parts by searching the identifiers of
states and actions. More advanced inspecting features will be also incorporated
(e.g. state centered re-graphing, displaying the closest interconnected states and
actions).
Finally, we acknowledge that the TESTAR approach relies on the applications accessibility compliance, as TESTAR makes use of the platform native
Accessibility API to retrieve the widget-trees presented in this paper. However,
we expect to address the issue by supplying specific drivers that provides application widget-trees and events handling. We have already succeed on this line
by supporting the Android platform for mobile phones.
An empirical evaluation of the visualization approach is also left for a consequent publication.
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